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Quintrex 610 Territroy Legend + Yamaha F150HP 4-Stroke - Pack 2 for sale online prices

$89,990

Description

Discover the Quintrex 610 Territory Legend, a masterclass in boating innovation tailored for the avid angler and adventure seeker. This model
stands out with its robust design, engineered to navigate both enclosed and open waters with unmatched agility. At the heart of its design lies the
Elite FS 9 Aus/NZ CMAP Card Embedded system, a cutting-edge navigational tool that enhances your fishing experience without the need for an
additional transducer. The intuitive interface and detailed mapping ensure you're always on top of your game, whether you're exploring new
territories or revisiting your favorite spots.

The 610 Territory Legend doesn't just impress with its technology; it's also a beacon of style and convenience. The Bimini and Envlope further
enhances your comfort, offering essential protection from the elements without compromising on visibility or space. Whether you're basking in the
sun or seeking refuge from a sudden downpour, this feature ensures you and your guests can enjoy the journey, come rain or shine.

Practicality is at the forefront of the Quintrex 610 Territory Legend's design, as evidenced by the inclusion of the Mega Chopper Cutting Board
2008 and the innovative Catch and Release system. The cutting board provides a sturdy, spacious surface for preparing your catch or
entertaining guests with some alfresco dining. Meanwhile, the Catch and Release mechanism offers a seamless launch and retrieval process,
adding convenience to your boating escapades. The package is rounded off with a Spare Wheel and Carrier 13 NOIR Black Alloy, ensuring peace
of mind during your travels and a seamless continuity of your adventure, no matter where you are.

PACKAGE 2 INCLUSIONS

	
	QUINTREX 610 TERRITORY LEGEND - Painted white with coloured stripes, fully carpeted. Marine Radio, rear ladder, scuppers, anchorwell,
blade hull, bow mount thruster plate, side decks extruded, side pockets, welded gunnels and top decks, along with hydraulic steering
	
	
	QUINTREX BRAKED TANDEM TRAILER 2000ATM - 13 Inch Tyres, 4 Alloy Cross Members, 50mm Coupling Braked (2Tonne), 7 Pin Plug, Axle
45 Square, Clearance Lights, Disc Brakes, Forward Facing White Light, LED Lights, Loader Cradle, Rolled Frame Alloy I-Beam, Winch 10:5:1
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	CATCH AND RELEASE BRACKET - Easy drive-on single-person boat hookup at the boat ramp
	
	
	SPARE WHEEL AND CARRIER
	
	
	YAMAHA F150HP 4-STROKE - Forward Control with 703 Control Box, Binnacle module,  2x Multifunctional Digital Gauges, Integrated Hydraulic
Steering(IHS) for Mech Helm, Power Trim  Tilt with integrated limiter, Electric Start, SDS S/S Prop, Fuel Filter, Workshop fitted  Tested, Bolted on
with PVC backing board, Loom  Control Cables, Dealer Delivery  Training
	
	
	YAMAHA TRIM LIMIT SWITCH - Prevents the motor from trimming too far back and potentially making contact with parts of the boat
	
	
	LOWRANCE ELITE FS 9 CHARTPLOTTER/SOUNDER COMBO - Preloaded C-MAP Aus/NZ card embedded, High-resolution multi-touch
touchscreen, ActiveTarget Live Sonar ready, Active Imaging 3-in-1 ready, FishReveal
	
	
	BIMINI AND ENVELOPE(NORTHERN TERRITORY EDITION) - Provide shade and shelter, can be folded together and safely covered/protected
with the envelope. The Northern Territory edition provides added height and coverage for greater protection.
	
	
	QUINTREX MEGA CHOPPER CUTTING BOARD - Various storage compartments for bait/tackle, Rod holders, Drink holders, Cutting board,
Drainage
	
	
	MARINE BATTERY X2 - Australian made marine rated battery with warranty
	
	
	REGISTRATION FOR BOAT AND TRAILER
	
	
	
	

	FULL IN, SHORE SAFETY GEAR(4.8m+) - 70L Water, proof bag, 4x PFD(type 1) life jackets, LED torch, V-Sheet, Signal Mirror, 2x Telescopic
Paddles, Anchor Kit with Rope  Chain, Inshore Flares(2x red, 2x orange), 1kg Fire Extinguisher, EPIRB

	
	SPECIFICATIONS

	Length Maximum: 6.15m

	Beam: 2.45

	Max. HP: 175hp

	Number of People: 7

	Boat Weight: 781kg

	Motor Weight: 250kg

	Transom Shaft Length: XLS

	Top Sides: 3mm

	Bottom Sides: 5mm

	Transom Material: 5.00mm

	FEATURES

	Carpeted / Plywood

	Cross Bollard

	Live Bait Tank

	Marine Radio

	Maxi Bracket

	Rear Ladder

	Rod Holders (4)

	Scuppers

	Seat Positions (6)

	X-Bollard

	Anchorwell

	Blade Hull

	Bow Mount Thruster Plate

	Flared Bow

	Side Decks Extruded

	Side Pockets
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	Transducer Brackets x 2

	Welded Gunnels and Top Decks

	Painted Hull

	Bow Rails

	Side Rails

	Seats: Bass Sport

	Seats: Pedestal (2)

	Active Imaging 3-IN-1 Transducer

	Hydraulic Steering

	OPTIONS

	Covers: Bimini  Envelope

	Covers: Bimini  Envelope NT

	Burley Bucket

	Cigarette Lighter Outlet

	Cutting Board  LBT

	Drum Winch

	Mega Cutting Board

	Quintrex Esky 22Ltr

	Twin Battery Box  Switch

	Secondary Fuel Tank - 120L

	Trim Tabs

	Painted Console

	Painted Two Tone

	Seats: Maritime Sport

	Sounder

	Transom Door

	Vinyl Wrap

	
	Please note that some of the images may include options that are not included in this package. Please refer to the package listings. Additionally
we do not stock all packages that are advertised on line, these packages are to give you an idea of price and inclusions. Please allow us the
opportunity to quote you on your requirements.
	We sell the full range of: Quintrex, Yellowfin Plate boats, Haines Hunter, Evolution Boats, Polycraft, Yamaha Outboards, MOVE boat trailers, and
much more. We can assist with Finance  Insurance to approved applicants. Looking to trade-in or sell your boat? Speak with one of our boat
valuation experts!
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